Disinfection Report

Reporting & Traceability

Cycle no. - 1000084
Serial no. - 4228928

A major advantage of using robotic technology over
manual disinfection systems is traceability.
The UVD Robot will repeat the validated room disinfection precisely time and time again. If it does not,
it will deliver a fail report. Other automated devices
cannot reproduce the same level of accountability
due to the human factor in positioning the device.

Hospital name - Wrexham
Department - Theatre Suite A
Room number - Theatre 1 routine
Disinfection type - Autonomous
Operator ID - Jones, Debbie 3878
Date/Time start - Mon Dec 16 01:40:25 2019
Date/Time completede - Mon Dec 16 03:38:29 2019
Disinfection duration - 01:58:04
Pass/Fail - Pass
Total no. disinfection points - 12
No. disinfected points - 12
Name of disinfected points - 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11, 12
Name of missed points -

A disinfection report is created automatically after
every cycle and emailed to the responsible recipient.
These reports can be archived and accessed at any
time in the future.

REPORTING & TRACEABILITY

Conclusive Results
Independent accredited third party testing in
both The UK and in Denmark proves the UVD
Robot reduces microorganisms by as much
as 99.99999% (see Fig. 2). Yellow UV-C dosimeters used at the hospital to measure UV-C radiation levels confirm without any doubt, the UVD
Robot’s ability to autonomously reposition itself
multiple times and to disinfect during repositioning are critical factors in achieving the highest
possible level of disinfection.
The dosimeters react to the accumulated amount
of UV-C they have been exposed to. The pink colour (right) indicates 2-3 times the dosage required to reduce CPE/CRE,VRE, E.Coli and MRSA etc.
by 99.9999%.

Fig. 2. Overview of 3rd party test results
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Pictures right shows dosimeter results:
A. Operating table head end, B. Floor, C. All surfaces of
theatre lighting handgrip.

Tested as per standard NFT 72-281

”

For me, UVD Robots are amazing and should be one of the seven cleaning
wonders of the world. The UVD Robot will revolutionise preventative cleaning
within a healthcare setting. We’ve just not had any similiar piece of equipment
that has so much flexibility to go and decontaminate such large areas.

Paul Clarke

”

Head of Facilities Management Services at a leading UK Hospital
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The annual statistics of Surgical Site Infection in the USA alone:
Average incidence ranges from 160,000 to

Welcome to Theatre Suite A at a leading UK Hospital
and next generation robotic disinfection solutions

300,000 cases

Estimated cost ranges between $3.5 and $10

billion

SSI is the most common and costly of all HAIs
Prolongs hospitalisation by 9.7

days

Simplified UVD Robot map of Theatre Suite A including all disinfection positions

Pushing back UV-C disinfection
boundaries in the fight to reduce
Surgical Site Infection (SSI)

Theatre 1 - routine
Theatre 2 - routine
Theatre 3 - routine
Theatre 4 - routine
Recovery area - routine
Theatre 1 - intense
Theatre 2 - intense
Theatre 3 - intense
Theatre 4 - intense
Recovery area - intense

Map not to scale

Autonomous Disinfection
Theatre Suite A comlete
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Fig. 1 - Theatre staff select disinfection type
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Images taken during live disinfection
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Operating table Theatre 3
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Prep room Theatre 2
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Scrub room Theatre 1
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Anaesthetic room Theatre 1

(right side)
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On Sunday, December 15th 2019, something previously unimaginable
in the world of infection prevention happened - the disinfection of an
entire theatre suite of 17 rooms including corridors. The disinfection
comprised of 60 seperate disinfection positions (see disinfection map
right). The entire disinfection was completed in under 2 hours and involved less than 10 minutes manual labour. The theatre suite in question
is made up of a shared recovery area and 4 individual theatre units, each
with its own anaesthetic room, scrub room, and prep room.
Depending on the situation and time available, theatre staff are able to
select the type of disinfection on the robot’s tablet (see Fig. 1).
Disinfection types available to the operator are as follows:

Theatre Suite A complete
(robot disinfects entire suite, positions 1-60 in approx 2 hours)

Individual Theatre Routine for example Theatre 1

(robot disinfects a single theatre unit, in this case positions 1-12 in
less than 10 minutes, recommended for between procedures)

Individual Theatre Intense for example Theatre 1

(robot disinfects a single theatre unit, in this case positions 1-12 in
approx 60 minutes. Recommended after confirmed cases of infection)

To summarise, the introduction of UVD Robots into this theatre suite has
illustrated just how state-of-the-art robotic technology can drastically
increase the coverage of automated infection prevention procedures
within a theatre setting.
For the first time in history, theatre personnel are able to routinely
disinfect between procedures, as well as carry out a daily yet thorough
disinfection of the complete theatre suite. All this in less than 2 hours
using minimal labour resources.

Go to link to watch film

vimeo.com/384013239
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01 - 60 Disinfection points

Autonomous repositioning path, at 10 cm/second

technical specifications
Name

UVD Robot

Type

Model B

Designated use

For disinfection purposes e.g. in hospital rooms or in laboratories.

dimensions
Length

93 cm

Width

66 cm

26 in

Height

171 cm

67.3 in

Traversable Gap and Sill Tolerance
Weight
color

2 cm

0.8 in

140 kg

308.6 lb

White

RAL9003 Signalweiss

Grey

RAL7047 Telegrau

speed and performance

36.6 in

Maximum Speed

1.5 m/s

5.4 km/h

Turning Radius

520 mm

20 in

around center of the robot

+/- 50 mm
+/- 10 mm

2 in
2 in

relative to position
relative to docking station

Positioning Accuracy
power
Number of Batteries
Battery Type
Charging Time
Driving Operation Time
Maximum Disinfection Time
Rooms per Charge
Battery Cycle Times
external charger
Input
Output
environment
Ambient Temperature Range
IP Class
Certifications
communication
WiFi
Wireless Frequencies
Bluetooth
I/Os

4 units
Li-NMC, 24 V, 40 Ah
With manual charger: up to 8 hours
With docking station: up to 5 hours

0-80% : 5.5 hours
0-80% : 4 hours

>10 hours
2 hours
8-10 rooms
Minumum 1000 cycles
100-240 V, AC

50-60 Hz

24 V, DC
+ 5°C to 50°C

Max 15 A
+ 41°F to 122°F

humidity 10-95% non-condensing

IP 20
CE Certified
Dual-band wireless
2.4 GHz 802.11 b/g/n
4.0 LE, Range 10-20 m

and

5 GHz 802.11 a/n/ac

33-66 ft

USB and Ethernet

sensors
SICK microScan3 safety system

2 units

SICK safety laser scanners S300 (front and back) 360° visual protection around robot.

3D Camera

2 units

Front: Intel RealSenseTM Detection of objects ahead 50-500 mm above floor.
Top: Intel RealSense™ R200, Detection of objects ahead 550-1200 mm above floor.

lamps
Type

TUV Amalgam XPT systems

Power (Rated) (Nom)

180 W

Lamp Current (Nom)

2.1 A

Ignition Supply Voltage (Min)

90 V

Lifetime

12,000 hours

254 nm

UV-C Wavelenght
Depreciation at Useful Lifetime

15 %

warning

The lamps emit high-power UVC light that can cause injury to skin and eyes. Use only
in enclosed environments which shields users from the light.

Declaration: The UVD Robot Model B is not classified as a Medical Device, as the intended use of the product is disinfection of infrastructure, furniture and ambient air in Healthcare environments.
The UVD Robot Model B is not intended to disinfect Medical Devices or in any way to be in direct contact with patients.

